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VIA EMAIL 
  May 03, 2017 
 
 
TO: Stakeholders 
 
 
Re: British Columbia Utilities Commission 

Regulatory Account Filing Checklist 

 
On September 9, 2016, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) initiated a public comment 
process on its draft Regulatory Account Filing Guidelines. The purpose of these guidelines, as outlined in the 
September 9, 2016 letter, is to facilitate an efficient review of regulated entities’ applications for regulatory 
accounts (often called deferral accounts). The deadline for stakeholder comments was initially set for September 
28, 2016; however, based on feedback from stakeholders the Commission extended the deadline to October 27, 
2016. 
 
Eight stakeholders, including regulated utilities, intervener groups and individuals submitted feedback on the 
draft guidelines. The Commission has reviewed all feedback and, where appropriate, has amended the wording 
to incorporate stakeholders’ comments. Of note, the Commission has revised the title of the document from 
Regulatory Account Filing Guidelines to Regulatory Account Filing Checklist to emphasize that the purpose of the 
document is to assist regulated entities when filing regulatory account requests and to facilitate an efficient 
review by the Commission. The content of the Checklist is not meant to be prescriptive guidelines or rules. 
 
The Commission acknowledges that there has been a delay in the process from when the stakeholder feedback 
was received. This delay was a result of staff resource constraints. The Regulatory Account Filing Checklist is 
attached with this letter and it is anticipated that this document will be utilized by regulated entities going 
forward. 
 
The Commission thanks all parties for their thoughtful comments. 
 
For more information, please contact the Commission at Commission.Secretary@bcuc.com. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
Patrick Wruck 
 
 
YD/ad 
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British Columbia Utilities Commission 

 

REGULATORY ACCOUNT FILING GUIDELINESCHECKLIST 

Purpose and scope of these this filing checklistguidelines 

The purpose of these this Regulatory Account Filing Guidelines Checklist is to assist regulated entities in the 
preparation of an application requesting deferral or regulatory accounts treatment (both referred to as 
regulatory account treatment for the purpose of these guidelinesthis checklist) in order to facilitate an efficient 
review of these applications by the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission). 
 
The Regulatory Account Filing Guidelines areChecklist is intended to provide guidance regarding the 
Commission’s expectations of the necessary minimum information requireda regulated entity is  expected to 
provide when applying for regulatory account treatment. AThe Commission expects applications for regulatory 
account treatment, filed either as a standalone application or as part of a larger application, will generallyshould 
be prepared in accordance with these guidelinesthis checklist. 
 
This checklist is applicable to regulated entities that are requesting approval to either establish a new regulatory 
account or to modify or change the scope of a previously approved regulatory account. 

Regulatory account application filing requirementsconsiderations 

I. Indicate if the request is for: (a) for an additiona modification or a change in scope to an existing 
Commission approved regulatory account; or (b) to establish a new regulatory account. 

a) If the request is for an additiona modification or change in scope to an existing regulatory 
account, explain why the existing regulatory account is an appropriate account to use 
(specifically addressing the existing account’s intended and approved purpose, mechanism for 
recovery, timeline for recovery and carryingy costs). 

 If the request is for approval forof a new regulatory account, state the purpose of the regulatory 
account and explain its intended use.propose a term that the regulatory account should be 
approved for and explain why that term is appropriate. 

a)b)  

I.II. Propose a term (i.e. length of time) that the regulatory account should be approved for and explain why 
that term is appropriate. State the purpose of the regulatory account and explain its intended use. 

II.III. Identify any alternate treatments that were considered, including an overview of what the accounting 
treatment would be in the absence of approval of the request to establish a regulatory account, and 
explain why they were determinedthese alternate treatments may not to be appropriate. 

III.IV. Address the following: 

a) wWhether, or to what extent, the cost item is outside of management’s control; 

a)b) the degree of forecast uncertainty associated with the item; 

b)c) the materiality of the costs; and 

c) the impact on the utility and the ratepayer for any transfer of risk; 

d) the impact on the currently approved return on equity (ROE) for any transfer in risk; 

e) the impact on management’s incentive to control and manage costs; and 
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f)d) any impact on intergenerational equity (note that this item is linked to the proposed timeline for 
recovery which is further outlined in item IX below). 

IV.V. Classify the regulatory account as either: (a) forecast variance account; (b) rate smoothing account; (c) 
benefit matching account; (d) retroactive expense account; or (e) non-cash provision accountother.1 In 
the case where none of the listed classifications are appropriate, an explanation should be provided. 

V.VI. Identify if the regulatory account is a cash or non-cash account. 

VI.VII. Specify what additions to the regulatory account are being requested (e.g. only approved additions are 
to be added to the regulatory account).(i.e. type and amount of additions), including whether the 
account is intended to capture additions for a specific period of time or on an ongoing basis. 

VII.VIII. Propose a mechanism for recovery (e.g. how the balance in the regulatory account will be recovered or 
refunded to ratepayers) and explain why it is appropriate.2 

VIII.IX. Propose a timeline for recovery (e.g. the period over which the regulatory account balance is either 
collected or refunded; also. Also referred to as the amortization period) and explain why it is 
appropriate.3 

IX.X. Propose a carrying cost for the balance in the regulatory account and explain why it is appropriate. 

X.I.  Indicate if the request is for an addition to an existing Commission approved regulatory account or to 
establish a new regulatory account. 

b)a) If the request is for an addition to an existing regulatory account, explain why the existing 
regulatory account is an appropriate account to use (specifically addressing the existing 
account’s intended and approved purpose, mechanism for recovery, timeline for recovery and 
carry costs). 

c)a) If the request is for approval for a new regulatory account, propose a term that the regulatory 
account should be approved for and explain why that term is appropriate. 

XI. Outline a recommended regulatory process for the Commission’s review of the application. 

Regulatory account types 

(a) Forecast variance account 

 A forecast variance account captures the variance between forecast costs or revenues and actual 
costs or revenues. 

 
(b) Rate smoothing account 

 A rate smoothing account can mitigate rate shock resulting from the impact of large forecast one-
time items, mitigate rate shock resulting from forecast overall general rate increases, or reduce rate 
volatility. 

 A rate smoothing account should generally capture forecast, as opposed to actual, costs and 
revenues and therefore should not change the total cost being recovered in rates (other than the 
carrying costs), rather it only impacts the timing of when those costs are recovered. 

 If actual costs are proposed to be captured in a rate smoothing account, the request should be for a 
rate smoothing variance accountIn the event that actual costs are proposed to be captured in a rate 
smoothing account, the request should include a rationale for why this treatment is appropriate. 

                                                           
1
 See “Regulatory Account Types” on pages 2 and 3 for further details on the classification of regulatory accounts. 

2
 For example, recover through amortization expense in the revenue requirements or through a rate rider. 

3
 Recovery timelines may be short term (1 year or less), medium term (1-3 years), or long term (3+ years). 
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(c) Benefit matching (capital-like) account 

 A benefit matching account defers recovery of costs that under Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP) would otherwise be required to be expensed in the current accounting period to a 
future period (when the benefits of those costs are realized) if they provide long-term benefits to 
current and future ratepayers. 

 A benefit matching account should generally capture forecast, as opposed to actual, costs and 
therefore should not change the total costs being recovered in rates (other than the carrying costs), 
rather it only impacts the timing of when those costs are recovered. 

 In the event that actual costs are proposed to be captured in a benefit matching account, the 
request should include a rationale for why this treatment is appropriate. 

 If actual costs are proposed to be captured in the benefits matching account, the request should be 
for a benefit-matching variance account. 

 
(d) Retroactive expense account 

 A retroactive expense account applies only to an uncontrollable cost or revenue that occurs in a 
period where rates have already been approved and set by the Commission. 

 Used only in exceptional circumstances to recover (or refund) certain uncontrollable costs or 
revenues that materialize after the occurrence of an unforeseeable event. This would apply in a 
situation where the cost or revenue was neither forecast (expected) in the test period or where 
actual costs are considerably greater than forecast. 

 
(e) Non-cash provision accountOther 

 this type of regulatory account does not impact the costs recovered from ratepayers in current 
rates, therefore a mechanism for recovery and proposed carrying costs are not required. However, 
the application could include a request to record changes to the balance due to accretion and the 
discount rate as required by GAAP.While it is expected that the majority of regulatory account 
requests would fall within the four categories described above, there may be others which the 
Commission would consider on a case-by-case basis. 

 Example: In certain situations, a regulated entity may recognize a non-cash GAAP provision which 
results in a request for a Commission-approved regulatory asset account to offset the liability 
(provision) recorded under GAAP. 

o This regulatory asset account would be amortized as the corresponding GAAP provision is 
drawn down (i.e. paid in cash). The application may include a request to record changes to 
the account balance due to accretion and the discount rate as required by GAAP. 

o Recovery of the balance would require additional review and approval by the Commission. 

o A non-cash provision account sets up a regulatory asset to offset a liability (provision) 
recorded under GAAP. 

Normally this type of regulatory account does not impact the costs recovered from ratepayers in current rates, 
therefore a mechanism for recovery and proposed carrying costs are not required. However, the application 
could include a request to record changes to the balance due to accretion and the discount rate as required by 
GAAP.  

Recovery of the balance would require additional review and approval by the Commission. 
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British Columbia Utilities Commission 

 

REGULATORY ACCOUNT FILING CHECKLIST 

Purpose and scope of this filing checklist 

The purpose of this Regulatory Account Filing Checklist is to assist regulated entities in the preparation of an 
application requesting deferral or regulatory account treatment (both referred to as regulatory account 
treatment for the purpose of this checklist) in order to facilitate an efficient review of these applications by the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission). 
 
The Regulatory Account Filing Checklist is intended to provide guidance regarding the information a regulated 
entity is expected to provide when applying for regulatory account treatment. Applications for regulatory 
account treatment filed either as a standalone application or as part of a larger application should be prepared 
in accordance with this checklist. 
 
This checklist is applicable to regulated entities that are requesting approval to either establish a new regulatory 
account or to modify or change the scope of a previously approved regulatory account. 

Regulatory account application filing considerations 

I. Indicate if the request is: (a) for a modification or a change in scope to an existing Commission approved 
regulatory account; or (b) to establish a new regulatory account. 

a) If the request is for a modification or change in scope to an existing regulatory account, explain 
why the existing regulatory account is an appropriate account to use (specifically addressing the 
existing account’s intended and approved purpose, mechanism for recovery, timeline for 
recovery and carrying costs). 

b) If the request is for approval of a new regulatory account, state the purpose of the regulatory 
account and explain its intended use. 

II. Propose a term (i.e. length of time) that the regulatory account should be approved for and explain why 
that term is appropriate.  

III. Identify any alternate treatments that were considered, including an overview of what the accounting 
treatment would be in the absence of approval of the request to establish a regulatory account, and 
explain why these alternate treatments may not be appropriate. 

IV. Address the following: 

a) whether, or to what extent, the item is outside of management’s control; 

b) the degree of forecast uncertainty associated with the item; 

c) the materiality of the costs; and 

d) any impact on intergenerational equity (note that this item is linked to the proposed timeline for 
recovery which is further outlined in item IX below). 

V. Classify the regulatory account as either: (a) forecast variance account; (b) rate smoothing account; (c) 
benefit matching account; (d) retroactive expense account; or (e) other.4 

VI. Identify if the regulatory account is a cash or non-cash account. 

                                                           
4
 See “Regulatory Account Types” on pages 2 and 3 for further details on the classification of regulatory accounts. 
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VII. Specify what additions to the regulatory account are being requested (i.e. type and amount of 
additions), including whether the account is intended to capture additions for a specific period of time 
or on an ongoing basis. 

VIII. Propose a mechanism for recovery (e.g. how the balance in the regulatory account will be recovered or 
refunded to ratepayers) and explain why it is appropriate.5 

IX. Propose a timeline for recovery (e.g. the period over which the regulatory account balance is either 
collected or refunded; also referred to as the amortization period) and explain why it is appropriate.6 

X. Propose a carrying cost for the balance in the regulatory account and explain why it is appropriate. 

XI. Outline a recommended regulatory process for the Commission’s review of the application. 

Regulatory account types 

(f) Forecast variance account 

 A forecast variance account captures the variance between forecast costs or revenues and actual 
costs or revenues. 

 
(g) Rate smoothing account 

 A rate smoothing account can mitigate rate shock resulting from the impact of large forecast one-
time items, mitigate rate shock resulting from forecast overall general rate increases, or reduce rate 
volatility. 

 A rate smoothing account should generally capture forecast, as opposed to actual, costs and 
revenues and therefore should not change the total cost being recovered in rates (other than the 
carrying costs), rather it only impacts the timing of when those costs are recovered. 

 In the event that actual costs are proposed to be captured in a rate smoothing account, the request 
should include a rationale for why this treatment is appropriate. 

 
(h) Benefit matching (capital-like) account 

 A benefit matching account defers recovery of costs that under Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP) would otherwise be required to be expensed in the current accounting period to a 
future period (when the benefits of those costs are realized) if they provide long-term benefits to 
current and future ratepayers. 

 A benefit matching account should generally capture forecast, as opposed to actual, costs and 
therefore should not change the total costs being recovered in rates (other than the carrying costs), 
rather it only impacts the timing of when those costs are recovered. 

 In the event that actual costs are proposed to be captured in a benefit matching account, the 
request should include a rationale for why this treatment is appropriate. 

 
(i) Retroactive expense account 

 A retroactive expense account applies only to an uncontrollable cost or revenue that occurs in a 
period where rates have already been approved and set by the Commission. 

                                                           
5
 For example, recover through amortization expense in the revenue requirements or through a rate rider. 

6
 Recovery timelines may be short term (1 year or less), medium term (1-3 years), or long term (3+ years). 
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 Used only in exceptional circumstances to recover (or refund) certain uncontrollable costs or 
revenues that materialize after the occurrence of an unforeseeable event. This would apply in a 
situation where the cost or revenue was neither forecast (expected) in the test period or where 
actual costs are considerably greater than forecast. 

 
(j) Other 

 While it is expected that the majority of regulatory account requests would fall within the four 
categories described above, there may be others which the Commission would consider on a case-
by-case basis. 

 Example: In certain situations, a regulated entity may recognize a non-cash GAAP provision which 
results in a request for a Commission-approved regulatory asset account to offset the liability 
(provision) recorded under GAAP. 

o This regulatory asset account would be amortized as the corresponding GAAP provision is 
drawn down (i.e. paid in cash). The application may include a request to record changes to 
the account balance due to accretion and the discount rate as required by GAAP. 

o Recovery of the balance would require additional review and approval by the Commission. 

 


